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CONGRATULATIONS

on the acceptance of your article!

Thank you for giving Tech Observer the opportunity

to support your work. 

 

We all want the same thing, which is for your article

to be widely read, shared, and cited. Here are

some tips on how you can increase the visibility of

your work.  We hope that these will help you to

maximize the impact of your publication!



1

Email

Upon publication, send an email

with the news, abstract, and a

hyperlink to the article.

growth portability virality

"I’m very happy to announce that our work on [insert product/therapeutic area] has

been published in the [insert journal title]. I think you’ll find the article, [insert

article title], quite interesting. Here's the article's abstract to give you a quick

glimpse of the topic.

 

[insert abstract] 

  

You can read the full article online at: 

[insert URL of your article]."

  



2

Email 

Signature

Direct people to your article by

including a custom message in your

email signature.

growthportability virality

"Got a minute? Read our company's latest publication on [insert topic]

here {hyperlink underlined text to your article}."

"Click here {hyperlink underlined text to your article} to see our newest

publication on [insert topic]!"

OR



3

Social

Media

Share the news and URL of your

article on Facebook, Twitter,

LinkedIn, or other appropriate

channels.
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Presentation

Present the key points of

your article to internal and external

stakeholders. 

 

growth virality

Title Background Objectives

Methodology Results Conclusions



5

Visual

Abstract

Encourage people to read the full

article by sharing a visual summary

of your article.

growth viralityA one-page visual summary conveys the key messages

of the article quickly and clearly



Every company has its own policies regarding the promotion of

publications. Do be familiar with these policies and follow them

accordingly.

Avoid sharing the PDF of your article via email as this deprives your article

of recorded views, downloads, and may infringe the copyright terms. It is

always best to direct peers to the full-text view URL on the website.

Be familiar with the copyright terms or the CC-BYNC-ND license agreement

(Creative Commons, Non-commercial, Non-derivative) associated with your

article. This information will be available at the journal website.

Tech Observer can help with the presentation or visual abstract of your

article. Talk to our writer to find out more.



growth

C onclusion

Want to know how Tech Observer can assist in your clinical research & medical writing

needs? 

Find out more at www.tech-observer.com or follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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